
Distance Courses  
  
Distance courses – is a special function located in “Univer” System. This function is created for 
distance learning activities.  Distance courses’ working mechanism is the following: an instructor 
uploads tasks for students and describes the uploading format of the files. Formats could be 
texts/files or both options combined. After completing a task student must send a file to an 
instructor.   

  
In order to complete a task student must do the following:  

• Press “Distance Courses” functionality in “Bachelor” tab. The list of disciplines will be 

shown (pic 1)  

  
Pic 1- List of disciplines  

• Choose a discipline by clicking a mouse two times. Then a name of your discipline will 

appear.  

• Open your major by clicking a mouse two times. List of periods will be shown on the 

screen. Look for a row called “Number of tasks” in order to see had your instructor 

uploaded a task for you or not for the following week.  

• Highlight a week and activate a “Tasks” command (by clicking two times on a week). You 

will see a list of tasks (pic. 2)  

 
Pic 2- List of periods 



  
• Highlight a task and press a “Review” button (pic 3)   

 

 
Pic 3- List of tasks  

  
• Insert a text in a text field and attach your file by pressing an “Add” hyper reference. Then 

press a “Send a message” button.  

Please pay an attention for response format and highest number of responses in a task. 
These parameters are made by your instructor. If a message format is created as a “text with a file 
to be uploaded” (pic 4), then a student must insert a message in a text field and press the “Add” 
hyper reference for file upload.  
If the highest response amount in a task is – 2, then a third response is impossible to send to an 
instructor.  
It is also important to notice the amount of days that was given by an instructor to receive a 
student’s response. Look for “Task Duration”. If a “Task Duration” will expire then a student will 
not be able to send a response.  

 

  
Pic 4 – A message box where a student sends a response to an instructor   

  
Task Assessment  
If you want to find an Assessment for completed tasks then highlight a task and activate a 
“Chained list”. The list of group (pic 5) and an “Assessment” will appear on your screen.  

  



 

   
Pic 5 – Chained list of group 

  
A student can download an additional material uploaded by instructor. In a “List of Periods” find 
a raw called “Number of resources”. Here you can find all the information about number of files 
uploaded.   

 If you want to use an additional material then do the following:  
• Open a period with tasks. You will see a list of resources in the bottom. (pic 6).  
• To open a file click it two times. 

  
 

   
Pic 6 - A window to download an additional material 

 

Conducted lessons  
  

“Conducted lessons” is a function that allows to check a report about online lessons. 

  



  
  
In the opened window you will find a hyper reference for “Conducted lessons”.  
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